Moss Out!

FOR ROOFS AND STRUCTURES

DRY FORMULA

Kills Moss Quickly!
On Roofs, Patios, Sidewalks, Brick, and Unpainted Cement
Use Dry or Wet
Non-staining, Non-corrosive to galvanized gutters

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
*Zinc sulfate monohydrate . . . . .99%
INERT INGREDIENTS .......... .1%
*Equivalent to 36% Zinc as metallic.

NET WT. 6 LBS. (2.7 kg)
**MOSS OUT! FOR ROOFS and Structures Dry Formula**

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. For outdoor residential use only.

**USE PRECAUTIONS:** Make certain none of this product runs from eaves or splashes on planted area below roofs. Where this possibility exists, cover shrubs, flowers or lawn before making application. Where treating walkways or patios, avoid application to adjacent lawn or plants. If contact occurs, wash material off plants immediately.

**MOSS OUT! FOR ROOFS AND STRUCTURES DRY FORMULA**
may damage windows, skylights, painted or metal surfaces, and concrete roof tiles. Keep this product off these surfaces and other surfaces not intended for moss control treatment. Immediately wash off material that accidentally contacts these surfaces.

**FOR BEST RESULTS:** Apply MOSS OUT! FOR ROOFS AND STRUCTURES DRY FORMULA just prior to the time when fall rains begin or in early spring. Moss growth may occur in nearly any location where dampness persists. Such areas include roofs, patios, sidewalks and foundations. Since moisture is essential, most moss growth appears during the fall, some in the winter and in the spring. Very little moss forms in summertime.

**PREVENTIVE TREATMENT:** For preventing moss growth, or for use after sweeping or otherwise removing as much moss as possible.

**1. MOSS OUT! FOR ROOFS AND STRUCTURES DRY FORMULA**
can be applied directly from container as a powder. Apply at the rate of 6 lbs. to 1200 square feet of area.

**2. To apply as spray, use a sprinkling can or tank sprayer. Slowly add 6 lbs. MOSS OUT! FOR ROOFS AND STRUCTURES DRY FORMULA to 10 gallons of water (1 lb. to 1 3/4 gallons), stirring continuously. Spray to thoroughly wet surface, using 1 gallon of mixture to 300 sq. ft. of area. NOTE: Do not mix more product than you can use at one time. Do not store mixed solution in tank sprayer or sprinkling can. Damage may occur.**

**3. Repeat treatment as necessary (when new moss growth begins to appear).**

**FOR DESTRUCTION OF HEAVY MOSS GROWTH:** Where it is impractical to first remove moss by sweeping or other means, as indicated under PREVENTIVE TREATMENT.

**1. MOSS OUT! FOR ROOFS AND STRUCTURES DRY FORMULA**
can be applied directly from container as a powder. Apply at the rate of 6 lbs. to 1,200 square feet of area.

**2. To apply as spray, use a sprinkling can or tank sprayer. Slowly add 6 lbs. MOSS OUT! FOR ROOFS AND STRUCTURES DRY FORMULA to 12 gallons of water (1 lb. to 2 gallons), stirring continuously. Spray to thoroughly wet surface, using 1 gallon of mixture to 100 sq. ft. of area. Make application slowly to thoroughly soak the moss and avoid run-off. NOTE: Do not mix more product than you can use at one time. Do not store mixed solution in tank sprayer or sprinkling can. Damage may occur.**

**3. On roofs, apply liberally to higher portions of roof moss. This allows rain to move some of the treatment material down through the moss patches.**

**4. After three to five weeks, depending on thickness of moss growth, the dead moss may be hosed, swept, or raked off the treated area.**

**5. PREVENTIVE TREATMENT with MOSS OUT! FOR ROOFS AND STRUCTURES DRY FORMULA should be made immediately to the cleared area with repeat treatments just prior to the time the fall rains begin, or in early spring.**

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

**PESTICIDE STORAGE:** Store this product in its original container and keep in a locked storage area out of reach of children and domestic animals. PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain. CONTAINER DISPOSAL: If empty: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARD TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

**DANGER:** Corrosive. Causes irreversible eye damage. Harmful if swallowed, absorbed through skin or inhaled. Do not get in eyes or on clothing. Avoid contact with skin. Avoid breathing dust or spray mist. Wear goggles. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling. Remove contaminated clothing and wash clothing before reuse. Do not allow persons or pets in treated areas until dusts have settled or sprays have dried.

**FIRST AID**

**IF SWALLOWED:** Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. **IF IN EYES:** Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. **IF ON SKIN:** Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. **IF INHALED:** Remove person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment.

**NOTE TO PHYSICIAN:** Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.

**ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS**

This product is toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. Do not apply directly to water. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters.

**NOTICE:** To the extent consistent with applicable law, seller, makes no warranty, expressed or implied, concerning the use of this product other than indicated on the label. To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all risk of use and/or handling of this material when such use and/or handling is contrary to label instructions.

**SATISFACTION GUARANTEED**

If for any reason you are not satisfied with this product, send proof of purchase to the address shown and we will gladly refund your purchase price.

Lilly Miller is a registered trademark and Moss Out! is a trademark of Central Garden & Pet. LILLY MILLER BRANDS
3340 Treat Blvd. Suite 650
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
EPA Reg. No. 802-591
EPA Est. B119-WA-1
www.lillymiller.com
300028912-06/09
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